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March 4, 2021 
Municipal Clerk 
Town of Canmore 
902 7 Avenue 
CANMORE, AB  T1W 3K1 

Dear Sir or Madame: 

RE:  Three Sisters Mountain Village Application for Development 

I write to you today in respect of the captioned project to express my deep concern for the viability 
of this project in our community. 

The most pressing concerns I have are related to a) the very significant wildlife corridor that this 
project will interfere with and b) the undermining of coal seams that has taken place directly below 
the proposed development over the past many decades. 

You have at your hand, I am certain, reports from experts more worthy than I to offer an opinion on 
why this development should not proceed.  I urge you to take their concerns very seriously.  As a 
part-time resident of the Bow Valley for over 60 years, I can assure you that both of these issues 
cause an enormous amount of worry to many in our community - and so they should.   

The mere idea that this development will be built on highly unstable ground should be enough to 
cause your Council members to experience nightmares for years to come.  It is widely known that 
the likelihood of massive sinkholes appearing are extremely high considering the subsurface 
geology of the area.  It is clear that Canmore taxpayers will be held liable for any damages that are 
incurred after the developer’s liability period ends.  Are you willing to take that risk and allow this 
development to proceed without fully considering all of the negative effects that have a high risk of 
occurring?  Your tax base may increase as a result of the new development but you must ask 
yourselves if that is enough to compensate for the potential damages incurred by building on an 
unstable landmass. 

Equally disturbing is the fact that the development will infringe upon this particular wildlife corridor 
which is only one of four east-west connections in the entire mountain range.  As you well know, 
this is an extremely fragile ecosystem; approval of this development will have grave and lasting 
consequences for the wildlife who frequent it.  Being residents of our mountain community, you will 
be aware that our wildlife already has many obstacles to contend with.  Let us not throw more 
obstacles in their paths. 

I urge you to vote against this development.  If it is approved, you will not have the opportunity to 
undo it.  This is your chance to show that you fully understand, for posterity and in perpetuity, the 
delicate nature of these lands and their inhabitants. 

Sincerely, 

James K. Gray 


